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tures and prove the representation theorem. Next, we present the notions 
of sequential functions and of sequential algorithms, and show how the lat- 
ter can serve as a model for PCF. Finally, we present the language CDSO, 
designed as a syntax for concrete data structures and sequential algorithms 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
A measure for a good match between the denotational and the operational 
semantics of a programming language like PCF, is the relation between the 
two equivalence relations generated by them. Two program phrases M and 
N are said to be denotational equivalent, M r N iff [[MI = [ N ] ,  i.e. iff the 
two have the same interpretation. M and N are said to be observational 
equivalent, M N iff for any context C [  ] of a ground type (int or bool), 
C [ M ]  and C[N] either both diverge, or both converge to the same value. A 
minimal requirement for a "good match" is the adequacy property: 
Adequacy M = N -+ M z,, N .  
This requirement is "minimal" in the sense that a semantics which iden- 
tifies programs with different behavior is general considered to be of no use: 
the trivial semantics, which assigns to all program phrases the same value, 
is an example of such an unuseful semantics. 
The converse implication, when it holds, is called full abstraction: 
Full Abstraction M =, N + M = N .  
Failure of this property is not generally considered a catastrophe. It just 
means that we might consider dzflerent two program phrases M and N ,  based 
on the denotational semantics, although they happen to behave the same, in 
the operational semantics. 
In the classical paper [I 11, Plotkin shows that the semantics of bounded 
complete, w-algebraic cpos, for the programming language PCF, is adequate 
but not fully abstract. The failure of full abstraction is shown to be connected 
to  the parallel-or function, which evaluates to true if any of its two arguments 
evaluates to true, even if the other argument diverges. Once a parallel-or 
construction is added to PCF, the same semantics becomes fully abstract. 
The problem is that PCF has a sequential evaluator, while the model contains 
functions, like the parallel-or, which are not sequential: however, we may 
write in PCF program phrases of a higher type, which can be distinguished 
only when applied to the parallel-or function. So they can be distinguished in 
the model - where the parallel-or is present - but they cannot be distinguished 
by the evaluator, because parallel-or is not expressible in PCF. 
Although [lo] proves that a full abstract model of PCF without parallel-or 
exists and that it is unique, the construction is purely syntactic. The chal- 
lenge of a natural description of that model remains an open problem, de- 
spite serious efforts made over the years. The right direction to search seems 
to consist in describing a submodel of the bounded complete, w-algebraic 
cpo frame that eliminates all "non sequential1' function, as the parallel-or, 
although no generally accepted definition exists for sequentiality for contin- 
uous functions between such domains. Efforts in this direction lead Berry to 
introduce the stable functions, which indeed exclude parallel-or, but which 
turned out to allow for other, more complicated, "non parallel" functions 
(see section 3.1). However, stable functions were perceived as a step in the 
right direction, towards a definition of sequentiality. 
Efforts to find a good definition of sequentiality were made also indepen- 
dently of a search for a full abstract model for PCF. [12] gives a good expla- 
nation of the difficulties for such a definition. The simple case is that of a first 
order function, between flat domains, ex. f ( x l , . .  . , x,), f : N1 x . . . x NL + 
N L ;  f is called sequential iff f is either a constant, or there exists an index i 
such that f is strict in xi, and for any x; E NL, the function f i(xl , .  . . , xi-1, 
x;+I,. .., xn) I f(x1, . . . , x,) is sequential. The problem arises at higher 
types, when a natural definition is not so obvious: [12] shows how sequen- 
tiality can be defined at higher types such that sequential functions are closed 
under composition. However, for this construction to work, it is necessary for 
the base domains to be flat, and the definition itself works only for functions 
with several arguments. A good definition of sequentiality for a function 
f : D + D' doesn't seem possible, with this technique. 
The search for a good definition of sequentiality was also inspired by 
the study of the syntactic properties of the evaluator for PCF, which is a 
sequential process; see [5] and [3] for a review of these properties. As a 
consequence of the sequential nature of the evaluator, the following property 
was identified. Consider PCF extended with a new constant 52 at  each type, 
for the "undefined" term, and define A4 In N iff N can be obtained from 
A4 by substituting some of the 0 's  with arbitrary terms. Then it is the case 
that,  if M is a program which diverges, then either YN.M In N + N fi (N 
diverges), or, there exists an "occurrence" w of R in the syntactic tree of M 
such that VN.M N, N .U-J N has at the position w something different 
from $2. 
The notion of sequentiality for functions f : D + D' and the definition 
of concrete domains, for which sequentiality can be defined, and the connec- 
tion between concrete domains and concrete data structures is attributed to  
Kahn and Plotkin. Curien and Berry defined the notion of "sequential al- 
gorit hm" , showed that they form the right construction for exponentiation, 
and defined a programming language for concrete data structures. They tried 
unsuccessfully to derive a fully abstract model for PCF based on sequential 
algorithms. Recently, Cartwright and Felleisen in [4] discovered that a natu- 
ral extension of PCF with a construction called catch allows for a naturally 
defined fully abstract model, which seems to be strongly related to concrete 
data structures and sequential algorithms; indeed, Curien shows in [6] that 
concrete data structures and sequential algorithms are a fully abstract model 
of PCF+catch. 
This report is structured in three chapters. In chapter 2, we define the 
notions of concrete data structures and concrete domains, and state the rela- 
tion between them. In chapter 3, we define sequential functions and the two 
notions of sequential algorithms, and prove that the concrete data structures 
and sequential algorithms form a cartesian closed category. In chapter 4, we 
present the programming language DCDSO and its operational semantics. 
We shall use the following domain-theoretic notions, which can be found, 
for example, in [7]. Here is a very short review: 
A d c p o  (directed complete partial order) is a partial order (D, 5)  such 
that,any di rected set X D (i.e. for which x, y E X J 3 z  E X such that 
x 5 z  and y 5 z )  has a least upper bound, V X. For the rest of this short 
review, let (D, <) be some dcpo. 
xo E D is called a finite (or  compac t )  e lement ,  if x < VX with 
X C D directed, implies 3y E X s.t. x 5 y.  
(D, 5)  is called algebraic, if Vy E D,  {x /x 5 y ,  x finite) is directed and 
has y as lub. 
(D, 5 )  is w-algebraic, if it is algebraic and the set of its finite elements 
is at most denumerable. 
(D ,< )  is consistently complete (or bounded complete),  if any 
bounded set X G D (i.e. for which there is some z E D s.t. Vx E 
X, x 2 z )  has a lub, V X .  Equivalently, (D, 5 )  is consistently complete, 
if any nonempty set X has a glb, /\ X .  
x, y E D are called consistent, and we write x y,  if 32 E D, x 5 z and 
Y L z -  
(D,<)  is coherent, if V X  C D s.t. 'ifx,y E X, x T y, X has a lub, V X .  
Equivalently, (D, 5 )  is coherent if Vx, y E D, x t y 3 32 U y (the fact that 
(D, 5 )  is a dcpo is used here). 
Any coherent dcpo is obviously also consistently complete. The converse 
is not true. Eg., ((4, (1)) (23, (31, {1,2), {1,3), (2,311, C_) is a consistently 
complete cpo, but not coherent. 
Chapter 2 
Concrete Data Structures and 
Concrete Domains 
2.1 Definitions 
Concrete data structures were introduced first by Kahn and Plotkin, as an 
application of domain theory for some simple data structures. The concepts 
are rather simple and self explanatory, so we postpone giving examples until 
the next section. 
Definition 1 A concrete data structure, or cds is M = (C ,  V, E ,  t-) 
where: 
a C is a denumerable set of cells 
b V is a denumerable set of values 
c E c C x V is a set of events 
d t c  Pjn(E) x C is an enabling relation between finite sets of events and 
cells. W e  write I- c for (4 ,  c )  ~ t ,  and call c an initial state. 
Definition 2 Let x C_ E be a set of events. Define the set of cells enabled 
in  x, E(x) ,  to be the smallest set closed under the rule: 
We also define F ( x )  to be the set of filled cells in x, F (x )  = {c / 3v E 
V, (c, v) E x), and A(x) to be the set of accessible cells, A(x) = E(x)  - 
F ( x ) -  
Remark Clearly x C x' + E(x)  G E(x') and F (x )  F(xf) .  
Definition 3 A state x of M is a set of events (x C E), such that: 
consistence Any cell holds at most one value, i.e. (c, v )  E x, (c, v') E x + 
v = v'. 
safety Any cell c filled in x is enabled in x, i.e. F (x )  C E(x)  
Example. The cds LIST = (C, V, E, I-), where C = (cO, CI, ~ 2 , .  . .) is a 
countable collection of cells, V = N x {., I-+) (i.e. each cell may be filled with 
an integer and with a pointer to the next cell or nil), E = C x V (any cell 
may be filled with any value), 1 co, {(cn, ( k ,  H))) t- cn+l (i.e. a cell may be 
filled only when the previous one is filled with a pointer). Then a state x is 
a set of cells filled with values and pointers, such that whenever a cell c ; + ~  is
filled in x, the previous cell c; is also filled and with a non null pointer. An 
infinite list is also a valid state, if all pointers are non null. It is not necessary 
for a finite list to end with nil. 
Let (D(M), 5 )  be the set of states of the cds M, ordered by set inclusion. 
We say that a cds M generates the order structure (D(M),  5). 
For the beginning, we are primary interested in the structure of (D(M),  < 
1. 
Proposition 1 (D(M), 2) is a w-algebraic coherent (and hence, consis- 
tently complete) dcpo, in which supremums of directed or pairwise compatible , 
sets are unions. 
Proof Clearly, for any X C D(M),  F ( U  X) = U F(X). Then: 
1. (D(M), <) is a dcpo. Indeed, let X C D(M) be a directed set of 
states. Then U X clearly satisfies the consistence condition. More, 
F(UX) =UF(X)  cUE(X)  G E(UX), soUXis sa f e .  
2. (D(M) ,  5)  is w-algebraic and has the finite states as compact elements. 
This statement is obvious. 
3. (D(M), <) is coherent, i.e. if X D(M) of pairwise consistent states, 
then U X E D(M).  The proof is as in 1. 
However, not any w-algebraic coherent dcpo is the set of states of some cds 
M. A complete characterization, due to Kahn and Plotkin, of the domains 
associated with cds's, is given in section 2.3. 
Definition 4 A cds x is well founded if the order relation c < c' generated 
on the set of cells by: {(cl, v l ) ,  (c2, v2), . . . , (en-I, vn-l), ( c ,  v)} k C' 3 c < C' 
is well founded. 
The reason for considering well founded cds's is that the safety condition 
can be stated in a simpler form: 
Proposition 2 In a well founded cds, the safety condition for a set of events 
x is equivalent to the following condition: 
. Any cell c filled in x has an enabling in x, i.e. there are events 
( ~ 1 ,  vI) ,  . . . , (en, vn) E x such that {(el, v l ) ,  . . 1  (en1 vn))  t- c. 
Proof ==+. If c is filled in x, then c E E(x) ,  so, by the definition of E(x) ,  
there are (cl, vl), . . . , (c,, v,) E x such that {(el, vl), . . . , (c,, v,)) k c. 
+=. This is done by the same argument as in Konig's lemma: suppose 
there is a cell c, filled in x, c $! E ( x ) .  c has an enabling { (cl , vl) , . . . , (c,, v,) } t 
c in x (i.e. (cl, vl), . . . , (c,, v,) f x). There must be at  least one cell c; not 
included in E (x )  (or else we would have c E E(x)) ,  and c; < c. Continuing, 
we find an infinite descending chain of cells. 
In this report, we have chosen to state all properties and make all proofs 
for arbitrary cds, without relying on well-foundness. That this is indeed 
possible is stated in [5] and [2 ] .  
Definition 5 A cds M is called stable or deterministic, if for any state 
x and any cel 0 t C ,  xb F c adCk37ifG x, xb x, then xo = xb. A 
deterministic cds is abbreviated dcds. 
So any state of a dcds contains at most one enabling for any cell c. It 
seems that considering a stronger version of cds's M, in which any cell c has 
at  most one enabling (i.e. xo I- c, xh I- c + xo = xb) is sufficient, but too 
restrictive for practical purposes. In the next subsection we shall give an 
example of a dcds for which this condition fails. 
The following proposition, and especially its corollary, gives the main 
motivation for considering deterministic cds's. 
Proposition 3 In a dcds M, if X D ( M )  is a nonempty, upperbounded 
collection of states (i.e. 32 E D(M) s.t. Vx E X, x 5 z), then OX is also 
a state (nX E D(M)).  
Proof The consistency condition ((c, v), (c, v') E n X + v = v') is triv- 
ially satisfied by n X, even for nondeterministic cds's. For the safety con- 
dition, we have to show that c E F(n X), + c E E(n X). But F(n X) C 
nxEx F(x )  (because X is upperbounded, they are even equal), so we may 
suppose Vx E X, c E F(x) .  Then Vx E X, c E E(x) ,  so c E nXEx E(x) ,  and 
the proof is concluded by the following lemma. 
Lemma 1 If M is a dcds and X is a nonempty, upperbounded set of states, 
then E (n X) = nxEx E (x) . 
Proof For the nontrivial inclusion, nxEx E(x)  C E (n X), suppose c E 
nZEX E(x).  Let x E X; as c E E(x) ,  there are (c1, vl), . . . , (c,, v,) E 
x such that {(cl, vl), . . . , (c,, v,)) I- c. But X is upperbounded, say by 
the state z ,  so, for any other x' E X, c is enabled in x' by the same set 
{(el, vl), . . . , (c,, v,)} (else c would be enabled more than once in z ) .  By 
induction on the length of the proof of c E E(x),  we may suppose that 
c l , .  . . ,c, E E(nX),  so c E E ( n X ) .  
Corollary 1 If M is a dcds, then (D(M),  5 )  is a distributive domain. 
Definition 6 A cds is called filiform if: xo I- c + (xol 5 1. A cds is called 
sequential if, for any state x and any cell c' such that: 
c' 6 F(x )  and 32 > x c' E F ( z )  
there exists a cell c E A(x) such that Vy > x c' E F (y )  + c E F (y ) .  Such 
a cell c is called a sequentiality index of M for c' at x. 
The following proposition is from [5] 
Proposition 4 A filiform dcds is sequential. 
Proof Let z 2 x and c' @ F(x) ,  c' E F ( z ) .  From the safety condition, we 
conclude c' E E ( z )  , so, there exists a (unique) sequence (el, vl), . . . , (c,, v,) E 
z, such that t el, (C;-~,V;-~)  t- c;, i = 2, .  . . , n  and c, = c'. Let k be the 
smallest index for which ck @ F (x)  ; clearly, Vi  > k, c; @ F (x) (else c; would 
have multiple enablings in z for the smallest such i). We shall prove that c,+ 
is the sequentiality index for c' = c, at x. W.l.o.g., we may suppose that 
ck is the sequentiality index for all the cells ck+l,. . . , ~ ~ - 1 .  SO let y 2 x, be 
such that c' E F ( y ) .  As above, there are (ci, vi), . . . , (c',,, vk,) E y, such that 
l- C; and (c:-,, v:-~) t cb, i = 2,. . . , n', ck, = c'. Also, there is an index k' 
which is the smallest for which cil @ F(y) .  If ck occurs in ci ,  . . . , ck-,, we are 
done. Else, the state y = x U {(ci,, vkr), . . . , (c;,-~, v;,-~)) cannot have any of 
ck, . . . , c,-~ filled, because it doesn't contain ck which is their sequentiality in- 
I dex. This proves that the set {(cl, vl), . . . , (c,, v,), (ci, vi), . . . , (c;,-~, v,,-~)) 
is a state (it is consistent because the cells are either in x, or distinct), which 
contains two enablings of c' (= c,  = c',,)., contradicting the hypothesis that 
M is sequential. 
2.2 Examples 
All examples given in this section are deterministic cds's. For the rest of this 
report, we will write (el, vl), . . . , (c,, v,) t c instead of {(el, vi), . . . , (en7 vn)) 
k c. 
1. 0 = ({c), {T), {(c, T)), I-), with k c generates the Sierpinsky space 
D ( 0 )  = {{I, { (c ,T)H.  
2. T = ({c), {t, f ) ,  {(c,t),  (c, f ) ) ,  I-) with I- c, generates the lifted set of 
booleans D(T)  = { t ,  f j l .  
3. N = ({c), {0,1,2,. . .), {(c,O), (c, I ) ,  . . .), I-) with 1 c, generates the flat 
domain of integers NL.  
4. Let Var be a set of variables. LAMBDA = (C, V, E, I-) where C = 
(0, I)*, V = ( 0 )  U {Xx./x E Var) U Var, E = C x V and: k 6 (the 
empty word), (w, Ax.) F wO, (w, .) k wO, (w, -) I- wl.  The domain 
associated with LAMBDA is related to the A-terms in the following 
way: consider A(R) the set of A-terms extended with a symbol for the 
"undefined" term, R, i.e. the terms are defined by: 
term ::= x (x E Var)  ( Xx.term ( (term.term) I R 
Define the syntactic ordering In on A(R) to be the reflexive and transi- 
tive closure of the relation: C[R] In C[t] , for any context C[ ] and any 
term t.  Then (D(LAMBDA), 5 )  is the ideal completion of (A(R), <n). 
The cells in LAMBDA stand for occurrences in a A-term. 
5. The typed lambda terms can be obtained in a similar, but more com- 
plicated way, as dcds. Let B be a set of base types, let types be the 
set of types (i.e. contains B and is closed under +), and Var be a 
family of sets of variables, indexed by types (i.e. any variable x7 has 
a fixed type 7). Then the cells of a typed A-term have to identify 
both an occurrence of a subterm, and the type of that subterm. So 
instead of (0, I)*, we shall have the cells labeled by { O , l ) *  x types. 
For (w, a) E { O , l ) *  x types, we shall write w". In order to uniquely 
identify the type T of the root, we introduce a new cell, c,  which is filled 
with T.  
Then let TLAMBDA = (C, V, E, I-) where: 
C = {c) U ( { O , l ) *  x types) 
V = types U { m u ,  /a, T E types) U 
{Xxu./x" E Var) U Var 
E = ({c) x types) U {(w7, m u , )  /w E (0, l)*, a, T E types) U 
{(wUi7, Ax".) /w E (0, I)*, a,r E types, xu E Var)  U 
{(wu,x") /w E (0, I)*, a E types, xu E Var)  
and c, ( c ,  T )  k e7, (wUi7, Ax" .) k wOT, (w7, oU7) k WO"+~, (wT, e U 7 )  t- 
wlU.  
6. This is an example of a dcds which does not have the property: xo, xb E 
E, xo I- c, xb I- c + xo = xb. Let M = (V, C,  E, I-), where: V = (0, I ) ,  
C = {(i, j ) / i ,  j E N , i  2 j}, E = C x V and t- (0,0), ((i ,  j),O) I- 
(2  + l , j ) ,  ((i, j ) ,  1) t ( i , j  + l ) ,  where i > j .  Then ( D ( M ) ,  S )  is 
isomorphic to the domain of tapes, which is the ideal completion of 
{0,1}* with the prefix ordering. 
2.3 Concrete Domains 
We shall give the complete characterization of the domains ( D ( M ) ,  5 )  asso- 
ciated to cds's and dcds's. We follow [5], which cites Winskel as the author 
of the simplified proof of Kahn and Plotkin's representation theorem. 
Definition 7 A n  event structure is (E, #, I - ) ,  where: E is a countable set 
of events, # is a symmetric relation on E called the conflict relation, and 
I-C Pf;,(E) x E is the enabling relation. 
For a given subset of events x E E, we define the set of events enabled 
by x to  be the smallest set E(x)  closed under the rule: 
Definition 8 A state of an event structure (E, #, I - )  is a set x E E satisfying 
the following conditions: 
consistence el  E x, ea E x * l (e l#ez) .  
safety x E(x)  
The set of states of E, ordered by inclusion, is denoted by (D(E) ,  5)  
Intuitively, the event structures are related to cds's: the main difference 
is that event structures don't have cells. The next definition and proposition 
state precisely how these two are connected. 
Definition 9 An  event structure E = ( E ,  #, t-) has property (E) iff the fol- 
lowing conditions hold: 
(E l )  The reflexive closure of # is transitive 
(E2) VxO, el ,  e2, i f x o  I- el and el#e2, then xo t e2 
The intuition behind (El) is that, for some cds (V,  C, E l  t ) ,  the relation 
# is: (e l ,  vl)1(c2, vZ )  H cl = c2 and vl # v2. Then # itself is not transitive 
closed, because (c,  v)#(c ,  w )  and (c,  w)#(c ,  v )  when v # w, but it is not the 
case that (c ,  v )#(c ,  v). But the reflexive closure of # is transitive closed. 
Proposition 5 I .  Let M = ( C ,  V ,  E l  t )  be a cds. Define the relation # 
on E by: 
and define F E  by: xo tE (c , v )  i f  xo t c. Then ( E l  #, F E )  is an event 
structure having property (E), and ( D ( M ) ,  5 )  = ( D ( E ) ,  5 ) .  
2. Let E = ( E l  #, 1) be an event structure having property (E). Let M = 
( C M , V ~ ,  E M ,  t ~ ) ,  where: VM = E ,  CM = { [ e ] / e  E E )  (where [el 
is the equivalence class of e, under the reflexive closure of #), EM = 
{ ( [e l ,  e )  / e E E )  and { ( [ e l ] ,  el) ,  . . . 1 ([en],  en)) F M  ([el ,  e )  ig{e11. . - ,en) 
k e. Then M is an event structure, and ( D ( M ) ,  5 )  is isomorphic to 
( D ( E l 1 5 ) .  
Proof Is trivial 
Winskel's idea for simplifying the proof of the representation theorem 
was to  first characterize the domains associated to event structures, and 
then to further identify those associated to cds's (which are essentially event 
structures with property (E)). We need some definitions. 
Definition 10 Let ( D l  5 )  be a partial order. 
We say that x is covered b y  y (x<y), ifl x < y and V z  E D,  x < z 
a n d z < y + x = z  o r z = y .  
x ,  y are consistent (or compatible) $ 3 ~ )  x 5 z and y 5 z .  We write 
x y . Otherwise, x ,  y are inconsistent and we write x#y . 
a A covering chain (or simply chain) from x to y is a sequence x = 
xO--<XI<. . . <xn = y .  
a A prime interval is a pair [x, x'] such that x ,  x' are isolated (compact) 
and x-<x1. 
[ x , ~ ' ] < [ ~ ,  y'] i#x-<y, y # x' and x'<yl. 
a We write H for the equivalence relation on prime intervals generated 
by the relation <. 
When ( D ,  5 )  is the set of states of some cds M, then x-<xl means that 
x' has exactly one more event than x:  x' = x U {(c, v)}. We write x<,xl in 
that case. [ x ,  x'] -< [y  , y'] implies that x' - x = y' - y, which in turn implies 
that x<,x1 and y-<,y' for the same cell c. 
The idea behind the representation theorem is to recover events (and later 
cells) from prime interval equivalence classes. For this to work, the domain 
must satisfy certain conditions. 
Definition 11 An  event domain is an w-algebraic cpo ( D ,  5 )  satisfying 
the following axioms (where x ,  x', x", y, z . . . are isolated): 
I (called F in [ 5 ] )  ( x )  J is finite. 
C If x<y, x<z, y # z ,  y z ,  then y V z  exists and y<yVz and z-<yVz. 
v ~f [ x ,  x'] ~ [ y ,  y'], [ x ,  x " ] ~ [ y ,  'l and 2' T 3" then Y' T Y" 
As usual, we shall write K ( D )  for the set of isolated (compact) elements 
of ( D ,  5) .  
Definition 12 Let ( D ,  5 )  be an event domain. 
1. The set of events associated with ( D ,  5 )  is E ( D )  = { [ x ,  y ] x  / x ,  y E 
K ( D ) ) ,  i.e. the set of equivalence classes (under the x relation) of 
primes intervals. 
2. The incompatibility relation # on E ( D )  is defined by: 
3. The enabling set of x E K ( D )  is 
s(x) = {[x;, x;+1Ix /I = Xo<X1<. . . <x, = x) 
(see the next lemma). 
Lemma 2 The set s(x) in the above definition is well defined (i.e. does not 
depend on the particular choice of the chain I = XO-<X~<. . . <x, = x). 
Proof (Sketch) The proof in [5]  proceeds by the following steps, which we 
shortly enumerate (all elements are supposed to be isolated, i.e. compacts): 
1. We show that if x < y there exists a chain x = xo<xl-<. . . x, = 
y. This is shown by induction on n = l{z / z  5 x}l, which is finite by 
property (I). 
2. We show that, if x = xO<xl<. . .x, = y and x = yO<xl<. . . ym = 
y are two chains from x to y, then for any equivalence class e of prime 
intervals (under the relation X) , the number of occurrences of e in the 
two chains is the same, i.e. I{i /[xi, x ; + ~ ] ~  = ell = I { j  yj+l]x = 
e l ( .  In particular, the two chains have the same length. 
This is done by induction on n. Two cases are considered: xl = yl 
(which is trivial), and xl # yl: then, axiom (C) is used to show that 
xl V yl exists, and, by the previous fact, there is a chain from x1 V yl 
to y. Induction hypothesis is applied for the chains x1<x2< . . . < y  
and xl<xl V yl< . . . y, and we conclude that the two chains have 
the same length. This allows us to use the induction hypothesis to for 
yl-<xl V yl < ...y and yl< ...y. 
Theorem 1 (G. Winslcel) 
1. Let (El #, 1) be an event structure. Then (D(E), 5) is an event domain. 
2. Let (Dl  <) be an event domain. Then E = (E(D),  #, t), with t given 
by s ( x )  t [ X , X ' ] ~ ,  is an event structure and its associated domain is 
isomorphic with ( D l  5). 
Proof (Sketch) 
1. The proof that (D(E) ,  5 )  is an w-algebraic domain is similar to that 
of Proposition 1: the isolated (compact) elements are the finite states. 
Checking the axioms (I), (C), (R) and (V) is routine. 
2. This part is highly technical, and we omit it. It can be found in [5]. 
Note, in particular, that an event domain is a consistently (bounded) 
complete domain. Actually this has to be proven as a part of Winskel's 
theorem. (The consistently completeness property is equivalent to: 'dx, y E 
I I (D) ,  x y + 3(x V y). See, e.g. [7]). 
Definition 13 A concrete domain is an event domain satisfying the sup- 
plementary axiom: 
Q If z, x, y are isolated elements and z<x, z < y and x#y,  then there exists 
a unique x' such that z<x' 5 y and x#x f .  
Note that for an w-algebraic domain, the property (V) can be derived 
from the other conditions(1, C, R and Q) (see [ 5 ] ) .  
Theorem 2 1. Let M = (V, C, El  I-) be a cds. Then the domain associ- 
ated with M ,  (C(M),  5 )  is a concrete domain. 
2. Let (D, 5 )  be a concrete domain. Then there exists a cds M having its 
associated domain (D(M),  5 )  isomorphic to ( D l  5 ) .  
Proof The proof is lengthy, and is omitted (it can be found in [5]). The 
idea is to show that the event structure associated to (D, 5)  has the property 
(E), which implies the existence of a cds having the same associated domain. 
Recall the definition of distributive domains: 
Definition 14 A consistently complete domain (Dl 5 )  is distributive ifl 
the following property holds: 
D I f x , y , z  E D, y z then x A (y V z) = (x A y) V (x A z). 
Theorem 3 1. Let M = (V, C, El 1) be a dcds. Then the domain associ- 
ated with M, (C(M), 5 )  is a distributive concrete domain. 
2. Let (D, 5 )  be a distributive concrete domain. Then there exists a dcds 
M having its associated domain (D(M),  5 )  isomorphic to (D, 5) .  
Again, the lengthly proof is omitted, and can be found in [ 5 ] .  Actually, 
the result is even stronger. In the deterministic cds associated, by the proof 
of this theorem, to a distributive concrete domain, every cell has exactly one 
enabling, which is even more than being deterministic. 
As an example of a nondeterministic cds with a nondistributive domain 
associated to it ,  consider M = (V, C, El  t-) with V = {*) (one value, so 
we omit it in the enabling relation), C = {cl, c2 , dl e), k cl, k cz, cl k d, 
c l , d k  el c2 1 e, c2,e k d. T h e n D ( M )  = {$, {el), ( ~ 2 1 ,  { C I , C Z ) ,  { c I , ~ ) ,  
{ c Z , ~ ) ,  {c1,~2,d),  { ~ 1 , ~ 2 , e ) ,  { c ~ , d , e ) ,  {c2,dle), {c1,c2,d1e)). This is a lat- 
tice (in which the greatest lower bound is not intersection), and contains the 
sublattice {$, {c2), {cl, dl e), {ca, dl e), {el, c2, dl e)), which is the well known 
nondistributive, five elements lattice. 
Chapter 3 
Sequential Functions and 
Sequential Algorithms 
3.1 Sequential Functions 
Stable functions have been introduced primary for modeling sequentiality: 
they seemed suitable for this purpose, because parallel-or is not a stable 
function. But, unfortunately, there are other stable functions which are not 
sequential. Yet, the notion of stable functions is an important concept for 
understanding sequentiality in the framework of sequential algorithms. 
Proposition 6 Let D ,  E be consistently complete dcpo7s, and f : D + E a 
continuous function. Consider the following properties: 
~1 VX 2 D ,  X T (i.e. X is bounded) + f (A X) = A f (X) 
S2 Vz E D ,  V y  E E ,  y 5 f(z) + 3 m f , z ( y )  E D such that Vx 5 z ,  ( y  5 
f (4 @ m f , z ( ~ )  5 x ) .  
S4 Vb E K ( E )  + the minimal elements of f -'(b T)  are inconsistent. 
Then Sl @ S2 + S3 + S4. More, if both D and E are algebraic and 
D satisfies property I (see definition 11)) then S4 + S2, thus all four are 
equivalent. 
1. S1 S2. This is classical: consider the restriction of f to f, : ( 2 )  1- 
(f (z ) )  J,. Then S2 says that f, has a left adjoint (i.e. can be completed 
to  a Galois connection), while S1 says that it preserves arbitrary great- 
est lower bounds (i.e. as a functor, f preserves products). So suppose 
for any z, f, has the left adjoint (rnf,, (y ), for every y I f ( 2 ) ) .  Let X 
be bounded by z, and let y = A f (X). Then: 
For the other direction, suppose for any z, f, preserves arbitrary glb's. 
Define mf,,(y) = A{x /y I f (x)).  Then Y < f (x) * mf,,(y) I x is ob- 
vious. More, if mf,,(y) I x then f (mj,,(y)) I f (x). Let X = {x /y I 
f (x)): by definition mfl,(y) = A X so y I A f (X) = f (A X) I f (x). 
2. S1 + S3, by definition. 
3. S3 + S4. Consider a ,  a' E f -l (b  T )  two distinct minimal elements. If 
they are consistent (a T a'), then, by S3, f ( a  A a') = f ( a )  A f(a1), so 
a A a' E f -l (b  1') contradicting the minimality of a and a'. 
4. S4 + S2 when D, E are algebraic and D satisfies property I. Let X C D 
be bounded by z E D. We have to show A f (X) 5 f (A X), and 
for this, using the fact that E is algebraic, it suffices to prove that 
Vb E K(E), b I A f(X) * b < f (AX) .  Suppose b < A f(X). Clearly 
X C f- '(b T) .  Using the property I of D, we establish the following 
fact: 
Vx E f -'(b T), 3ax E IC(D), a, 5 x, which is a minimal element in 
f-'(b T). For the proof, let K, = { a  /a  I x, a E K ( D ) ) .  Because 
D is algebraic, h', is directed and V I<', = x. Then b < f ( x )  = 
f (V I<',) = V f (K,). But b is compact, and f (I(,) directed, so 
3a E s.t. b < f (a). Now we use the property I of D to find a 
minimal a: if a is not minimal in f-'(b T) ,  pick a' < a a smaller 
one, then pick a" < a' to be even smaller etc. This sequence is 
finite, so we have to reach a minimal one, call it a,, which is also 
compact (this is also a consequence of the property I: all elements 
below a compact element a are compact). 
Because X is bounded, the set {a, /x E X) is also bounded, so, by 
property S4, all elements a, must be equal to some element, call it 
a ,  and we have, by construction, a E f W 1 ( b  T). By the construction, 
Vz E X, a < x, so a < AX and we conclude b < f ( a )  5 f(AX). 
Definition 15 Let D,  E be two consistently complete domains. A function 
f : D + E is called stable ifl f is continuous and satisfies Sl (or, equiva- 
lently, 5'2). We write [D +, E] for the set of stable function. 
Remark. When D, E are dI domains, stable functions are sometimes 
defined as being functions satisfying property S3. 
The space ([D +, El, 5,) of stable functions with the extensional or- 
dering (i.e. f <, g iff Vx, f (x) < g(x)) does not form a exponentia- 
tion of D and E in the category of dI domains and stable functions, be- 
cause eval : [D +, El x D -+ D is not stable. Indeed it doesn't sat- 
isfy S3: when x < y and f < g, then (f, y) and (g, x) are bounded by 
(g, y ) but eval( f ,  x) = eval(( f ,  y ) A (g, x))  and is, in general, different from 
eval(f, y) A eval(g, z). However, a different order relation on ([D +, El, 5,) 
is providing for the right exponentiation. 
Proposition 7 Let D,  E be consistently complete domains, and f ,  g : D + 
E be stable, f 5, g.  Consider the following: 
0 3  Vb E K ( E ) ,  the set of minimal elements in fP1(b  T) is a subset of the 
minimal elements in g-l ( b  1). 
Then 01 + 0 2  + 03, and, when D, E are algebraic and D satisfies 
property I, then 0 3  + 01. 
Proof 
1. 01 + 02. 
2. 0 2  + 03.  Clearly f-'(b 1) C g-'(b T), so we just have to show 
that any minimal element in f ( b  1) is also minimal in gP1(b f ) .  Let 
a E f- '(b f )  be minimal, and suppose a0 E g-l(b f ) ,  a0 < a. Then 
f (a01 = f ( a) A g(ao) 2 b, contradicting the minimality of a E f (b  f). 
3. 0 3  + 01, when D, E are algebraic and D satisfies property I. Recall, 
mf,,(y) = A{x /y < f (x)}. Let y = b, a compact element. Then, 
mf,,(b) = A f-'(b T). But, as we have shown, f-'(b 1) has a unique 
minimal element a,  which is compact, so mj,,(b) = a. By 03 ,  a is also 
the unique minimal element of g-l (b  T ) ,  so m,,, (b) = a.  
Remark 0 1  does not say that mf,, = m,,, - this would imply f = g 
! It says only that mj,, and m,,, coincide on the domain of mf,,, which is 
included in the donlain of m,,,. 
Definition 16 The stable order on the set of stable functions [D +, El 
It is known that the category of dI domains and stable functions is carte- 
sian closed, with ([D +, El, s,) the exponentiation of D and E .  But not all 
stable functions are sequential (under the definition given below, or in the 
sense that they cannot be defined in PCF with a sequential evaluator): 
Example: Let T = ({I, t ,  f }, 5 )  and 0 = ( { I ,  T), 5).  Consider the set 
A c T3, A = ( { ( t , f , ~ ) , ( ~ , t , f ) ,  ( f , ~ , t ) ) )  T. Then f : T 3  + 0, f ( x )  = T 
H x E A, and f ( x )  = I x 6 A, is stable, but it is not sequential (as we 
shall prove below). 
The notion of sequentiality of some function f ,  is intuitively related to 
the fact that f inspects the components of its input, in a sequential fashion: 
thus, the "good" domains for defining sequential functions are cds, where 
 component^'^ are cells. It happens that the notion of sequential function 
fits well only with dcds: a motivation could be that sequential functions are 
stable, and dI domains are the "right" domains for stable functions. 
When M, M' are cds, we shall write f : Ad t M' for a function f : 
D ( M )  t D ( M f ) .  Also, when x ,  y E M, we shall write x 5, y when c E A ( x )  
and c E F ( y ) .  
Definition 17 Let M, M' be two dcds, and let f : M t M' be continuous. f 
is called sequential at x E D ( M )  w.r.t. c' E A( f (x)), if either x is maximal 
(i.e. A ( x )  = $), or 3c E A ( x )  such that 'dy >_ x ( f  ( x )  <,I f ( y )  + x <, y ) .  
Such a cell c is called a sequentiality index o f f  at x w.r.t. c'. We say 
that c is a strict index if there exists y 2 x such that f ( x )  <,I f ( y ) .  
f is called sequential if it is sequential at all x ,  w.r.t. all c' E f ( x ) .  
We denote [M +,,, MI] or [D(M) t,,, D(M1)]  for the set of sequential 
functions from M to M'. 
Proposition 8 A continuous function f : M t M' is sequential ifl it is 
sequential at any finite x E D ( M ) .  
Proof Let x E D ( M ) ,  y = f ( x )  and c' E A(y ) .  It is easy to check that 
E is a continuous function, so froni c' E E ( y )  we conclude 3yo C y, yo finite, 
such that c' E E(yo) .  Now f is continuous, so 3x0 E x ,  xo finite, such that 
yo C f ( x o )  ,and c' E A( f ( xo ) ) .  Then any sequentiality index of f at xo w.r.t. 
c' is also a sequentiality index of f at x w.r.t . c'. 
Proposition 9 A sequential function is stable. 
Proof Suppose f ( x  A y )  < f ( x )  A f ( y ) .  Then 3c' E A ( f  ( x  A y ) )  such that 
f ( x  A y) <,, f ( x )  A f ( y ) .  Let c be a sequentiality index at x A y w.r.t. c': 
then x A y <,I x ,  x A y <,I y, which is impossible, since, for dcds's, glb's of 
states are intersections. 
Remark Two connections between sequential cds and sequential functions 
are immediate: 
1. Consider M = (C, V, El k), and M' = (C, V, E, I-') where Vc E C, I-' c. 
Then the function f : D(M) -+ D(M1) ,  f (x) = x is sequential iff M is 
sequential. 
2. Let M = (C, V, E, I-), and c' E C be a cell, which occurs in at least one 
event (c', v') E E. Let 0 = ({I, T), 5 )  be the Sierpinsky space, and 
f , ~  : D ( M )  --+ 0 be defined by: f,t(x) = T iff c' E E(x)  (c' is enabled 
in x). Then, M is a sequential cds implies f,, is a sequential function. 
The question arises: which are the right morphisms between concrete 
domains, or distributive concrete domains, which provide for a structure of 
a cartesian closed category ? 
Proposition 10 Neither of the following categories is cartesian closed: 
1. cds (or dcds) and continuous functions. 
2. dcds and stable functions. 
3. dcds and sequential function. 
Proof We give just a sketch, showing that the natural candidates for 
exponentiation don't do the job. [I] proves that these candidates are also 
the only possible choices. 
1. The exponentiation of N1 and 0 should be: ([NL -) 01, S e ) .  But 
this domain doesn't satisfy property I, since the constant function T is 
isolated, but dominates infinitely many elements. 
2. The exponentiation of T and 0 should be: ([T +, 0],S,). This space 
has five elements, namely: 
Then axiom Q is not satisfied: z<,x, z <, y and x#,y but there is no 
unique x' such that z<,xl <, y and x#,xf. 
3. The exponentiation of T3 and 0 should be: ([T3 +,,, 0],<,). Let 
A1 = ( { ( t , f , l ) ) )  7 ,  A2 = ( { ( l , t , f ) ) )  1 ' 7  A1 = ( { ( f , l , t ) ) )  7 ,  and 
let f;(x) = T @ x E A;. Then fl, f2 ,  f3 are sequential and pairwise 
compatible, but they have no lub (their lub, as stable functions, is the 
function f in the example after definition 16, which is not sequential). 
3.2 Concrete Sequential Algorithms 
A sequential function may have several sequentiality indexes, at a given state 
x,  w.r.t. some c'. The difference between sequential algorithms (defined 
below) and sequential functions, is that sequential algorithms provide also 
a choice of some sequentiality index. Thus, sequential algorithms are not 
extensional, but they do form a cartesian closed category having the concrete 
domains as objects. 
A concrete sequential algorithm a : M + M' will be defined as a subset 
of Dfin(M) x C' x (C U V') (where Dfin(M) denotes the set of finite states 
of M) .  The motivation behind this definition is that a concrete sequential 
algorithm acts like an output driven program. Suppose we have a concrete 
sequential algorithm a and a state x, and that we want to find the value of 
the cell c' E C', in a.x (where a.x is the result of applying a on the state 
x). Initially we don't know anything about x, so we look for an element 
of the form (q5,c1,cl) E a, and suppose that cl E C (the other possibility 
being cl E V'). This instructs us to ask for the value of the cell cl in x; 
suppose it is vl, i.e. (el, vl) E x. Now our knowledge about the input 
state x has increased to {(cl,vl)}, so, at the second step, we look for an 
element ({(el, vl)}, c', c2) E a. Suppose again c2 E C ,  which instructs us 
to  inspect the cell ca in M :  so our information about the state x grows 
again as we find out that "the value of" cz is v2. Eventually, when our 
knowledge about x reaches, say, {(el, vl), . . . , (c,, v,) }, we shall find some 
({(el, vl), . . . , (c,, v,)}, c', v') E a ,  with v' E V', which tells us to output v', 
as the value of c'. Of course, this process might never terminate, or might 
get stuck either because we are instructed t o  inspect some cell in  x which is 
not filled, or because we don't find the right "instruction" in a. 
T h e  definition o f  a sequential algorithm as a subset a c D f i n ( M )  x C' x 
( C  U V')  has t o  insure that: 
1. For any state x ,  the  set a.x E C' x V' (informally described above) is 
indeed a state in  M'. 
2. T h e  function associated with a is sequential. 
3. T h e  set o f  concrete sequential algorithms C A [ M ,  MI] ,  ordered b y  set 
inclusion, is again a distributive concrete domain, or, equivalent, that 
this set can be presented as the  set o f  states of  a suitable dcds. 
Definition 18 Let M = ( C ,  V, E ,  I-), M' = (C1,V ' ,  El ,  k') be two dcds. A 
concrete sequential algorithm a : M -+ M' is a subset a c D j i n ( M )  x 
C' x ( C  U V'),  satisfying the following conditions (elements of a are denoted 
by (xc' ,  u)):  
CAO I f ( x c l ,  v') E a and v' E V', then (c', v') E El. Let a /E '  := {(c' ,  v ' ) /c l  E 
C', v' E V',  3x E Df; , (M),  (xc', v') E x )  is included in E'. 
CAI For any c E C', the set a/cl = { ( x , u )  / ( x c l , u )  E a )  is an indexed 
forest on M ,  MI, i.e. satisfies the following conditions: 
IF0 If ( x , c )  E a/cl  with c E C ,  then c E A ( x )  (i.e. a is allowed to 
instruct us to ask the  value o f  some cell only when we know that 
the cell is enabled !). 
IF1 If ( x ,  u ) ,  ( y ,  w )  E a/cl  and x 1' y ,  then x 5 y or y 5 x (this require- 
ment is connected to the sequentiality of the function implemented 
by a :  from the state x n y we should have only "one way" to get 
to  the state x U y). More, if x = y then u = w (this ensures the 
consistency condition of a.x: we shouldn't be able to fill the cell c' 
with two diflerent values). 
IF2 If ( x , u ) ,  ( y ,  w )  E a/cl with x 5 y ,  then there exists a covering 
chain from ( x ,  u )  to ( y ,  w ) ,  i.e. there are Z O , Z ~ , .  . , z,, C O ,  ~ 1 , .  . . , c,, 
with x = ZO,U = c0, such that: 
and (20,  C O ) ,  . . . , (z,, c,) E ale'. 
CA2 Define E ( a )  G D ( M )  x C' to be the smallest set closed under the 
following rules (elements of E ( a )  are denoted b y  xc'): 
(xc', c) E a xc' E E ( a )  x--<,y 
yc' E E ( a )  Rl  
( x ; ~ : ,  vi) E a, x;c: E E ( a ) ,  i = 1, . . . , n,  (c; , vi)  , . . . , (c;, v;) t-' c' 
( X I  U . . . U x,)ct E E ( a )  R2 
Then ale' G E ( a )  (this insures that, whenever we ask about a cell c', 
there is enough evidence in x to guarantee that c' is enabled in a.x). 
First we prove that to each concrete sequential algorithms corresponds a 
sequential function. 
Definition 19 Let a : M + M' be a concrete sequential algorithm. For 
x E D ( M ) ,  let a.x = {(c',  v') E E /3xo C x ,  (x0c1, v') E a ) .  
Proposition 11 a.x is a state of MI. 
Proof By CAO, a.x C El. We have to check consistency and safety: 
1. Consistency. Suppose (c', vh), (c', v i )  E a.x. Then 3x0, X I  G x ,  X O ,  X I  
finite, such that (xOc', v ') ,  (xlcl,  v'') E a, i.e. ( X O ,  v ') ,  ( X I ,  v") E ale', 
which is an indexed forest. So, by I F l ,  we may suppose X O  G X I .  
Because v' is not a cell, the covering chain (see IF2) from ( xo ,  v') to 
( x l ,  v") is empty, so xo = xl and, b y  IF1, v' = v". 
2. Safety. We have to prove: if xo C x and (xOcf, v') E a then (c', v') E 
E(a.x). Its enough to show that (c', v') E E(a.xo). For this, we prove 
that (xc', v') f a implies (c', v') E E(a.x), by induction on the number 
of steps in the proof of xc' E E(a) .  The key here is to observe that the 
rule R1 does not change the cell c' ! So suppose (xc', v') E a: we go 
back in the proof, up to the preceding use of the rule R2: let it be: 
with x1 U . . . U x, = zo. By CAI,  a/c' is an indexed forest, so there 
is a covering chain from zo to x. By induction, c: E E(a.x;). Clearly 
(c:, vi) E E(a.x;), and E(a.x;) C_ E(a.zo) E (a.x). Using (c', , vi), . . . , 
(ck, vk) F' c', we conclude that c' E E (a.x). 
This proposition justifies the following: 
Definition 20 For a concrete sequential algorithm a : M + M', we write 
6 : D(M) + D(Mf) for the function 6(x) = a.x. 
Next, we prove that 6 is a sequential function. For this we associate to 
some concrete sequential algorithm a a function i, : D(M) x C' + C U { w ) .  
i,(x, c') essentially chooses a sequentiality index for 6 at x w.r.t. c'. 
Definition 21 Let a : M + M' be a concrete sequential algorithm, and 
x E D(M), c' E C'. Define i, : Cfi,(M) x C' + C U { w )  as follows: 
1. i,(x, c') = c ifc' E A(a.x), c E A(x) and 3x0 C_ x s.t. (x0c1, C) E a .  
2. i,(x, c') = w otherwise. 
Proposition 12 i ,  is well defined, i.e. if i,(x, c') = c, then c is unique. 
Proof Suppose there are ~ 0 ~ x 1  C x s.t. (x0c', ~ g )  E a ,  (xlcf, el) E a and 
co, cl E A(x) (this would imply both i,(x, c') = co and i,(x, c') = el). Then, 
by CAI (IFl), we may suppose xo < XI. By IF2, co E F(xl) ,  so co E F(x ) ,  
contradicting the hypothesis ~g E A(x). EI 
Proposition 13 If a : M + M' is a concrete sequential algorithm, then Zi 
is a continuous, sequential function. 
Proof Clearly ii is continuous, as a.x = U{xo 1x0 5 x, xo finite). 
Let c' E A(a.x) and suppose 3y 2 x s.t. c' E F(a .y)  i.e. 3v' (c', v') E 
F(a.y),  so 3yo G y s.t. (yoci, v') E a.  Consider the last R2 rule used for 
proving yocl E E (a). It has to be of the form: 
(x;~:, v:) E a ,  x;c: E E(a) ,  i = 1,. . . , n and (c;, vi),  . . . , (c:, v:) t' c' 
( X I  U . . . U x,)cl E E (a )  R2 
and xl U . . . U x, 5 yo (because of the way R1 works). So (c:, v:) E a.  y 
i = 1, . . . , n and {(ci,  vi), . . . , (c:, v:)) t c' is an enabling of c' in a.y. Because 
c' E A(a.x), it has also an enabling in a.x, which must be the same as 
the one above, else we would have two enablings of c' in a.y, contradicting 
the fact that M' is deterministic. Thus (ci,vi) E A.x, i.e. 3x0; x s.t. 
(xo;c:, v:) E a. But we also have (x:c:, v:) E a so, by CAI, xo; = x;. Let 
xo = XI U . . . U x,: we have shown that xo c x. Recall that R1 had to be 
applied 0 or more times in order to prove yocl E E(a)  from xocl E E(a ) ,  so 
there is a sequence of cells cl, ~ 2 , .  . . s.t. xO<cl-<c2 . . . <c, yo. Let ck be 
the first one for which ck 6 F(x) .  (From xo < x and yo $ x, such a cell must 
exist). Clearly ck E A(x), and by definition i,(x, cl) = ck, so we have proven 
ia(x,c') E F(yo) F(y)  and, as y was arbitrary, i,(x, c') is a sequentiality 
index for ti at  x w.r.t. c'. 
Remark. We used in an essential way the fact that M' is deterministic. 
The next proposition shows how the inclusion ordering on concrete algo- 
rithms relates to the function they compute. 
Proposition 14 Let a ,  a' E CA[M, M'] be two concrete sequential algo- 
rithms. Then a G a' implies ZE <, &' and Vc' E A(a.x), (ia(x,cl) # w + 
ia(x, c') = i,t(x, c')) 
Proof Suppose a a'. Clearly ii <, 6'. To check the stable order, 
suppose x < y, and let (c1,v') E ii(y) n iii(x). (c', v') E a.y implies 3yo G y 
s.t. (yocl, v') E a. Similarly, (c', v') E al.x implies 3x0 C x s.t. (xOcl, v') E 
a'. So both (yocl, v') amd (xoci, v') are in a'; by CAI (IF2), xo = yo, and 
(c', v') E a.x. This proves ii <, 6'. 
Now let c' E A(a.x) and ia(x ,c l )  = c # w ,  i.e. c E A ( x )  and 3x0 5 x 
(xoc1, c)  E a. We have to show that c' E A(al.x) (= E(al.x)  - F(al .x))  and 
that 3xb s.t. (xbc', c) E a'. From c' E E(a.x)  we have c' E E(al.x) .  Suppose 
C' E F(al.x)  i.e. 3xb 5 x s.t. (xbc1,v') E a' for some v'. By CAI there must 
be a covering chain from xo to xb and this must start with the cell c (because 
(xocl, c)  E a) ,  so c E F (xb) and this implies c E F ( x ) ,  contradiction. So 
we have proved: c' $ F(al.x) ,  i.e. c' E A(al.x). More, (xocl, c) E a implies 
(xOcl, C )  E a' so iat ( x ,  c') = c 
Now we show how to express the set of concrete sequential algorithms as 
the set of states of some dcds. 
Definition 22 Let M ,  M' be two dcds. We define the cds [M +, MI] to be 
(Co, VO, Eo, t o ) ,  where: 
1. Co = Dj; , (M) x C'. 
3. Eo = {(xc',  c) / c  E A ( x ) )  U {(xc',  v') / (c l ,  v') E E').  
4. to is defined b y  the following two rules: 
x < ~ Y  R1 
(xc', c) 1 0  yc' 
We state, without proof, the following: 
Proposition 15 When M ,  M' are dcds, then [M +,, MI] is also a dcds. 
This is not obvious: the proof is quite involved, and can be found in [ I ] .  
Although we haven't chosen to work with well founded dcds, they do 
simplify some of the proofs. The following proposition shows that nothing is 
lost, when restricting to well founded dcds: 
Proposition 16 If M ,  M' are well-founded dcds, then [ M  +,, MI] is also 
well-founded. 
Proof x1c; < X ~ C ;  i f f  X I  < x2 and ci = c', or xl 5 x2 and ci 5 c;. 
Proposition 17 The set of states of [ M  +,, MI] is exactly C A [ M ,  M' ]  
Proof T h e  proof is lengthly and quite straightforward, and is omitted. 
3.3 Abstract Sequential Algorithms 
A concrete sequential algorithm is a rather complicated object a ,  t o  which we 
can associated both the sequential function 6 computed by  a ,  and a function 
i , (x ,  c') which chooses sequentiality indexes for 6 .  A n  abstract sequential 
algorithm is just the pair (6 ,  i,). Thus,  t o  each concrete sequential algorithm 
we can associate an abstract one, but we shall see that the  converse also 
holds: each abstract sequential algorithm "comes" from a concrete one. 
Definition 23 Let M ,  M' be dcds. An abstract sequential algorithm 
from M to MI, a : M + MI, is a = ( t i ,  i,), where a : D ( M )  + D ( M t )  and 
i ,  : D ( M )  x C' + C U { w )  is an index choice function, such that: 
AA1 If i,(x, c') = c, then c E A ( x )  and c1 E A ( t i ( x ) ) .  
AA2 If i ,  ( x ,  c') = c, then 3x0 5 x finite, s. t .  i,(xo, cl) = c. 
AA3 If c' E A ( t i ( x ) )  and 3y > x c' E F ( t i ( y ) ) ,  then i ,(x,  c') is defined (i.e. 
# w )  and is an index of ti at x w.r.t. c'. 
This implies that ti is sequential. 
AA4 I f i , (x ,c t )  = c, x 5 y and c $ F ( y ) ,  then i ,(y,ct) = c. 
AA5 If i,(x, c') = c, y 5 x and c' E A ( t i ( y ) ) ,  then i,(y, c') is defined. 
W e  denote with A A [ M ,  M'] the set of abstract algorithms from M to M r .  
Definition 24 Let a ,  /3 E A A [ M ,  M' ] .  Define the order relation 5 b y .  
a < ,8 i f  & js 6 and 'dx E D ( M ) ,  Vc' E A(&(x ) ) ,  (i ,(r,cl) # w + 
i ,(x, c') = iP (x ,  c')). 
Proposition 18 If a E C A [ M ,  MI] is a concrete algorithm, then cp(a) = 
(G,i,) is an abstract algorithm. More, if a, b E C A [ M ,  MI] and a 5 b, then 
4.) 5 cp(b). 
Proof The first part is straightforward checking of AA1-AA5. The second 
part is   roved by proposition 14. 
The next proposition proves that a concrete sequential algorithm $(a )  
corresponds to each abstract sequential algorithm a. First we define the 
construction $: 
Definition 25 Let M, M' be dcds, and a E AA[M,  M'].  Define $ (a)  2 
Dj;,(M) x C' x ( C  U V') to be: 
$ (a)  = {(xc' ,  v') / & ( x )  = (cl,  v l )  and y < x + & ( Y )  # (c', v')} U 
{(xc' ,  C )  / i ,(x, c') = c and 
y 5 x j i,(x, c') # c (i.e. i,(x, c') = w ) }  
Proposition 19 1. If a E A A [ M ,  MI] then $ ( a )  E C A [ M ,  MI]. 
Proposition 20 The functions c p ,  $ defined above are inverse to each other. 
Corollary 2 Let f : D ( M )  t D(M1)  be a sequential function. Then there 
exists a concrete sequential algorithm a : M + MI, such that f = 6. 
Proof Omitted. It can be found in [5] 
Based on this 1 to  1 correspondence, we shall not distinguish between 
concrete and abstract sequential algorithms, and write A [ M ,  MI] for any of 
the sets C A [ M ,  MI] or AA[M,  MI]. 
3.4 The Category of Sequential Algorithms 
Definition 26 The category of sequential algorithms DCDS-SA is defined 
as: 
1. Objects are dcds. 
2. Morphisms from M to M' are sequential algorithms 
* 
3. The identity lM is: lM = il,(x, c )  = c i$ c E A ( x ) .  
4. Composition of a : M + M' and a' : M' t M" is defined as: 
- (a) a' o a = a' o Zi 
(b) iatOa(x, c") = i a ( x ,  ib(a.x, c")) (with the convention i a ( x ,  w )  = w )  
Proposition 21 The above definition is correct, i.e. the identity and the 
composition a' o a are indeed sequential algorithms, and the requirements of 
a category are satisfied 
Remark: it can be shown that isomorphisms in this category are exactly 
those sequential algorithms a, for which Zi is an order-isomorphism. 
Next we shall sketch the proof of  the fact that DCDS-SA is cartesian 
closed. 
Proposition 22 DCDS-SA is closed under w-products. 
Proof (Sketch) Let (Mi)iEwl Mi = (Ci, K ,  Ei, k i ) .  Then: 
(All the unions are supposed to be disjoint). It is  easy to  check that 
D(IIiEwMi) = II iEw(D(Mi))  where l stands for the product of  cpos. 
Definition 27 Let M ,  M' be dcds. Then we define app : [M +,, MI] x M -+ 
M' to be: 
2. Suppose c' E A(a.x) then iapp((a, x), c') is defined as follows: 
(a) If ii,(x, c') = c then define iapp((a, x), c') = c. 
(b) Else, if 32 < x s.t. zc' E A(a) then iapp((a, x), c') = zc' 
(c) Else iap,((a,x),c') = w .  
Proposi t ion 23 app is well defined and is a sequential algorithm. 
Proof We show only that iapp is well defined. Indeed, if there were two z's 
at point 2b, say z and zl, then, for any v, vl, a U {(zc', v ) ,  (zlcf, vl)} would 
be a correct state of [M -+,, MI], but it would invalidate CAI. 
We state without proof: 
T h e o r e m  4 DCDS-SA is a Cartesian closed category, in which exponentia- 
tion is [M t,, MI] and the counit is app. 
3.5 Dcds as models for PCF 
Consider the programming language P C F ,  an extension of the typed lambda- 
calculus, with two base types (i for integers and o for booleans), and the 
following constants: n : i (a positive integer), 11, f f : o, +1, -1 : i + i ,  
z e ro :  i t o, if; : o -+ i -+ i t i,  i f , :  o t  o +  o +  o, Y(("'~)"') : (a t 
a) t a (at each type a). 
Operational semantics is defined by a collection of rules of the form M -+ 
MI, traditionally grouped into three categories: 
(6) (+ l )n  -+ n + 1, (- l)(n + 1) + n, if; 0 MI M2 -+ MI etc. 
(Y) Y M  + M(YM).  
A p rog ram P is a closed term of ground type i or o. For any program 
there is at  most one constant c of its ground type such that M +* c: we 
write P =, c in this case. The operat ional  preorder  at  type a ,  Lzp is 
defined as: 
M,  N : a, M N iff VP[]",Vc.P[M] =,, c + P[N]  =, c 
Definition 28 A continuous model of PCF is defined by: 
1. A value cpo at each type a:  (D" ,  <"), such that the cpo's Di and Do 
are the flat domains of integers and booleans. The product IIzoEvaTDu 
is called the environment E N V .  
2. A semantic cpo at each type a:  ( E D ,  I " ) .  In most models, E" = 
[ E N V  -, Do] .  
3. A continuous mapping eval" : E" x E N V  t Do. We abbreviate 
eval(e, p )  b y  ep. 
4 .  A continuous mapping : Do" x Do t Dr.  
5. A semantic mapping [[ ] from terms of type CT to E", which satisfies 
the following properties: 
(conv) M -+* N +- [ M ]  = I N ] .  
(0) URI = 1. 
(man) [[MI] I [[N]  * V C [  I.[C[MIII  [C[NII.  
tcont) U i E w I M i ]  = [ r M ]  * u i E ~ [ ~ [ ~ i ] ]  = [c[M]] '  
(var) 1x1 P = ~ ( 4 .  
t ~ P P )  [MNn P = ( [ [ M I  P )  ( [~NI P I .  
(lambda) [Ax.MJp - d = [[M]p[x  + dl. 
(free) [Mjp  = [M]pl  if p(x) = p'(x) for all x free in M 
(int) [n]p  = n for all numbers n .  
A model M induces a preorder Im  on terms, defined by M S M  N iff 
[MI I [Mfn. 
A model is called environment extensional if ep = e'p for all p implies 
e = el, and value extensional if d d" = d' . d" for all d" implies d = dl. We 
call the model extensional if it is both environment and value extensional. 
We define order extensional models in a similar way, replacing equalities 
with inequalities. 
A model is called 7-model if it satisfies also: 
(7) [Xx.Mx] = [ M I ,  i f  x is not free in M 
A model is a least fixpoint model i f  [Y] is  the least fixpoint operator. 
Definition 29 A model is syntactically continuous if for any term M .  
[MI = V { [ t ]  / t  a finite Boehm tree ,t < f i  B T ( M ) }  
where B T ( M )  is the (possible infinite) Boehm tree associated to M ,  and 
< f i  is the "fl-match" ordering on Boehm trees, i.e. the congruent order 
-
relation generated b y  R so T ,  for any Boehm tree T .  
This property immediately implies "adequacy" : 
Proposition 24 In a syntactically continuous model, the following holds: 
M sM M' + M sop M'. We call this property of a model, adequacy. 
Proof I f  M =,, c, then [IM] = [c] SO [M'] = [c] (because the domains 
associated to  the base types are flat). From the syntactic continuity for M' 
and from the fact that [el] i s  compact, we conclude 3t I n  B T ( M 1 )  s.t. t i s  
finite and [t] = [c].  But then t = c, so M' =a c. 
Definition 30 A model M for which the converse of adequacy is also true, 
is called fully abstract. 
Theorem 5 Any least fixpoint model is syntactically continuous. 
Corollary 3 Any least jixpoint model is adequate. 
Definition 31 The algorithm model A is defined by: 
1. Di and Do are the dcds of integers and booleans and D"'T = [DD +,, 
DT] .
2. E" = [ENV +,, Do].  
3. [MI is defined b y  induction on terms, in a standard way. E.g. [Y] is 
defined to be the least fixpoint algorithm BY] : [D +,, Dl +,, D. 
Theorem 6 The algorithm model A is a least fixpoint 11-model. It is neither 
environment- nor value-extensional. 
The lack of extensionality is due to the fact that several choices of se- 
quentiality indexes are possible of a given sequential function. It has as con- 
sequence the fact that the model A is, trivially, non fully abstract; indeed 
consider the following terms, corresponding to left and right addition: 
Addl = Y(Xf.Xxy. i f i (zero ~ ) ~ ( + l ( f ( - l x ) ~ ) ) )  
Add, = Y(X f.Xxy.if;(zero y )x (+l ( f  x ( - l y ) ) ) )  
Although Addl =, Add, (because for a standard model [Addl] = [Add,]) ,  
we don't have in the algorithm model A, [Addl] = [Add,]). However, recent 
work by [4] and [6] has shown that the ability to distinguish the order of 
argument evaluation in PCF is enough to make this model fully abstract. 
We just mention the result from [6]: 
Theorem 7 Let PCF+catch be the extension of PCF by the constants 
catch" : a t i .  The operational semantics of PCF+catch is such that, 
whenever M : a1 -+ . . . + a, t i or M : a1 -+ . . . t a, t o, and, during 
the evaluation of MMl  . . . Mn M "inspects" first the argument with number 
k ,  then catch(M)  +* k .  Then the algorithmic model A can be naturally ex- 
tended to a model of PCFfcatch (by giving the right interpretation to catch), 
which is fully abstract. 

Chapter 4 
Deterministic Concrete Data 
Structures as a Programming 
Language 
Following [2], we shall sketch a programming language, called CDSO after 
[2], which essentially provides syntax for dcds and states. The language 
CDSO, has two main parts: the language for specifying dcds and the language 
for specifying states. States of dcds of the form [M t,, M'], which are 
essentially concrete sequential algorithnis, may be specified in a friendlier 
way than by enumerating its components. 
4.1 Specifying Concrete Data Structures in 
CDSO 
The syntax in CDSO for a dcds M = (C, V, E, 1) is: 
dcds 
cell <name> values <values> [access . . . or . . . ] 
. . .  
end 
where each line contains the informations about one cell: <name> is the 
name of a cell c E C ,  <values> is the set of values which it may receive (i.e. 
{v /(c, v )  E E)), and the optional "access" part contains all the finite sets 
{(el, vI), . . . , (en, v,)), separated by "or", for which {(el, vl), . . . , (en, v,)} t- 
C. 
Names are assigned to dcds by declarations of the form: 
let <name> = 
dcds 
end 
Examples. 
let BOOL = 
dcds 
cell B values T,F 
end 
let FIRSTPIVE-OR-TEN = 
dcds 
cell CHOICE values F,T 
cell N5 values [O.. .5] acces CHOICE=F 
cell N10 values [O. . . lo ]  acces CHOICE=T 
end 
let INTEGER = 
dcds 
cell N values [. . . ] 
end 
The names for the cells are implicitly supposed to be sequence of charac- 
ters, so that the following grafting constructor makes sense. In a construct 
like: 
dcds 
. . . 
graft M.c [access <conditions>] 
. . .  
end 
where M is supposed to be the name of another dcds, all the cells from M 
are textually inserted in the new dcds, with their names appended with the 
symbol c. The values of the inserted cells are those from M, and the access 
conditions are those form M extended with the new <conditions> (when 
they are present). 
Examples. 
let PROD = 
dcds 
graft M1.l 
graft M2.2 
end 
let SUM = 
dcds 
cell CHOICE values L,R 
graft M1.l access CHOICE=L 
graft M2.2 access CHOICE=R 
end 
Then D(PR0D) = D(M1) x D(M2), while D(SUM) = D(Ml)+D(M2).  
In CDSO, #' is a predefined infix binary operation on dcds: Ml#M2 is the 
product of M1 and M2, as defined by the dcds PROD. 
A recursion construction allows for the definition of "infinite" dcds, i.e. 
dcds with infinite many cells. 
Example (see example LIST in section 2.1): 
letrec LIST(*) = 
dcds 
graft INTEGER. 1 
cell NEXT values NIL,POINTER 
'Not to be confused with the incompatibility relation in ordered sets. 
graft LIST(*).2 access NEXT=POINTER 
end 
The semantics of recursive constructions is much simpler than the se- 
mantics of recursive type constructions using domain equations, because it 
suffices, essentially, to construct the set of cells in the resulting dcds, which 
is (at least for the examples so far) a regular language. 
A session in CDSO has, conceptually, two parts: 
1. First the user specifies a state of some dcds previously declared. This 
can be done 
(a) directly, like in: 
The compiler should check the constrains of the dcds, i.e. that all 
cell-values pairs are events, that each cell has at  most one value, 
and that all filled cells are enabled. 
(b) by giving them names, like in: 
and later referring to that name. Again, the compiler checks con- 
sistency and safety. 
(c) by performing some more complicated operation, like applying a 
sequential algorithm (to be described in the next section) to a 
given state. 
2. Then the user repeatedly introduces a name of some cell, and receives 
an answer which can be: 
(a) The value of that cell. 
(b) No value at all (if this can be "seen" in the current state) 
(c) An infinite computation, never producing any value. 
4.2 Sequential Algorithms 
Sequential algorithms are states of the dcds [M +, MI],  so they could be 
expressed using the syntax described so far, by enriching the alphabet of the 
names of the cells, to make it closed under finite states. However, sequential 
algorithms are hardly readable in this syntax, so an alternative syntax is 
preferred, which emphasizes the ''indexed forest" structure of a sequential 
algorithm. 
A declaration of a sequential algorithm a of type [M +,, MI] is a col- 
lection of instructions for each cell c' in the output dcds, preceded by the 
"request" keyword: 
algo 
request c' do 
<instruction> 
end 
. . 
end 
(some cells may have no corresponding requests). The <instruction> is 
a collect ion of "from" -construct ions: 
from <state> do 
<instl> 
<instl> 
. . . 
end 
from <state> do 
<instl> 
<instl> 
. . .  
end 
Each <state> is a finite state of M such that c' is enabled in a.  <state>. 
When <state> is empty, the "from" header and its corresponding "end" may 
miss altogether. 
<instl> can have one of the following two forms: 
1. output <value>, with (cl,<value>) an event of M' 
2. valof c is 
v l : < i n ~ t l > ~  
. . . 
v,:<instl>, 
end 
The meaning of such a declaration is best understood if we think of se- 
quential algorithms as output-driven devices. Whenever we want to find the 
value of some cell c' in a.x (where a is the sequential algorithm and x is the 
input state), we search for "request c' do <instruction> end", in the body 
of a. If there is no such construction, then c' is definitely not defined in a.x. 
If there is, suppose for the moment that <instruction> doesn't contain any 
"from" construction, so it consists solely of "valof" and "output" instruc- 
tions. A "valof c" instructs us to inspect the value of the cell c in 2; if it 
is filled, then according to its value vi we have to proceed with the corre- 
sponding <instl>; instruction, which might be another "valof". Eventually 
we will reach an "output v"' instructions, which tells us that c' is filled with 
v' in a.2. 
The presence of "from" constructions is connected with the enabling re- 
lation in M'; we are not allowed to ask about the value of some cell c' in 
a.x unless we have enough knowledge about the input state x so that we 
can guarantee that c' is enabled in a.2. The states following the "from" 
constructions contain exactly such minimal substates of x. It is possible for 
the compiler to check that the "from" constructions are correct, in the sense 
that they correspond exactly to the enabling relation from definition 22. 
Macro-generation are available through the & construction, as in: 
valof c is 
&v: output &v 
end 
which tests c and outputs the value read in c. This instruction being very 
common, it is abbreviated by: 
transmit c 
The following examples are the identity algorithm and the first projection: 
let IDENTITY:* t * = 
algo 
request &c do 
transmit &c 
end 
end 
let FST:*l# * 2 t *1 = 
alg o 
request &c do 
transmit &c. 1 
end 
end 
The conversion of sequential algorithms from M to M' into states of the 
dcds [ M  t,, MI] is easily performed by a compiler. The result of the 
conversion is called the "internal" form of the sequential algorithm. 
We shall follow the notation of [2] and write the values of [ M  +,, MI] 
as valof c' and output v, instead of simply c' and v. This convention is 
essential in the case of more complicated dcds, such as [M t,, [ M  +,, MI], 
where (xc', valof c )  and (xc', output(va1of c)) denote different events. 
The following combinators on sequential algorithms are predefined in 
CDSO: 
Fixpoint If a : [ M  +,, MI, then f ix(a) : M.  
Pairing If a1 : [ M  +,, MI] and a2 : [M +,, M2] then < all  a2 >: [ M  t,, 
Ml#M2]. (Recall that M1#M2 is the product). 
Currying If a : [M1#M2 +,, MI, then curry (a) : [MI +,, [M2 +,, MI]. 
Uncurrying If a : [MI +,, [M2 +,, MI] then uncurry(a) : [M1#M2 +,, 
MI. 
Their semantics (as states in the corresponding dcds) should be clear from 
section 3.4, except for f ix;  for details, see [I]. 
4.3 Operational Semantics 
The mechanism of the evaluation in CDSO, as explained in [2], is based on the 
notion of communication agents or coroutines [9]. Consider the application 
A = T.U where T has type [M +,, M'] and U has type M. Then three 
communication agents are generated: 
1. A main agent A corresponding to the application node. 
2. Two subagents T and U. 
The main agent A communicates with both subagents, which ignore each 
other. A maintains a local memory containing a state x of M ,  which is the 
finite substate of U discovered so far by A. Initially xo = 4. When A receives 
a request from some agent above it (e.g. the user) about the value of some 
cell c' in T.U, it asks T about the content of its cell xoct: suppose it is co 
(also written valof co), instructing A to  inspect the value of co in U .  After 
receiving the answer from U that the value of co is, say, vo, A updates its 
state to  xl = xo U {(co, vo)}, and again asks T about the value of xlcl, etc. 
As the state of A increases, xo 5 XI  5 . . . 5 x,, it will eventually ask T 
about the value of some cell x,c' for which it receives the answer v': then, A 
passes this value to the agent above it. 
Two problems arise with this model of computation: 
1. When the cell c' is not an initial cell (i.e. If c' in M'), then the cell 4c' 
is not filled in T ;  recall that a cell xc' is filled in a sequential algorithm 
T only iff c' is enabled in T.x. So when A asks T about the content of 
4c', T will give no answer, although c' might be filled in T.U. There 
are two possible solutions to this problem. 
(a) The first one is based on the principle that an agent never asks 
about the content of some cell c' until it has enough evidence that 
c' is filled. So, before being asked about c', the agent A was prob- 
ably asked about the values of other cells ci, . . . , c: which enable 
c'. Then it suffices for A to keep the state x from the previous 
question(s), which is the finite substate of U discovered while an- 
swering that/those question(s), and to  start the actions for c' with 
this x. This idea leads to the CDSOl operational semantics. 
(b) The second solution requires restricting only to the sequential dcds 
(see section 2.1). The evaluator for these dcds is only mentioned 
in [5]  and [2]. 
2. A second problem occurs for CDSOl and is that of over-information:  
when A starts with some  state x, it might not find the cell xc' filled in 
T because x is "too big". Recall that xc' is filled with, say v', in T only 
if x is a m i n i m a l  state s.t. (c', v') E T.x. This problem is simpler to 
handle: T should answer questions about the value of xc' by returning 
the value of the "biggest cell" below xc', when such one exists. Note 
that such a "biggest cell" need not necessarily have the form yc' with 
y 5 x: the order relation on cells must be defined inductively for higher 
types. 
We start by defining this order relation on the cells: 
Definition 32 T h e  cell n a m e s  i n  DCDS m a y  have the  following form:  
I .  u ,  a t oken  f rom a given alphabet. 
2. c.u where c i s  a cell name  and u is  a token.  
3. xc' where x i s  a finite s tate  (i.e. a finite set of pairs cell-value (c,v), 
with c a cell name ,  and v a value) and c' i s  a cell n a m e .  
Definition 33 T h e  order relation o n  cell n a m e s  leq i s  defined by: 
I .  < i s  t he  equality o n  tokens. 
2. 
x1 5 x2 (inclusion), c$ < ci 
xlc; 5 x2c; 
Now we define the CDSOl expressions, which are essentially CDSO ex- 
pressions decorated with states. 
Definition 34 A CDSOl expression: 
1. Any CDSO state of type M .  
2. curry(T) ,  uncurry(T),  < Tl,T2 > are CDSOl expressions, where T ,  
T I ,  T2 are CDSOl expressions. 
3. If T ,  U are CDSO1 expressions of type [M t,, MI] and M, and if x is 
a state of M ,  the [T.U, x] is a CDSOl expression of type M'. 
4 .  If T is a CDSOl expression of type [M t,, MI and x E D ( M ) ,  then 
[ f  i x ( T ) ,  x]  is a CDSO1 expression of type M .  
5. If T ,  T' are CDSO1 expressions of type [M t,, MI] and [MI t,, MI1] 
and F is a set of pairs (x .x l )  of states of M ,  M', then [TIT', F ]  is a 
CDSOl expression of type [ M  -+,, M u ] .  
The CDSOl semantics is a set of rules showing how to  convert a question, 
i.e. a pair Tl?c with TI  a CDSOl expression and c a cell, into an answer, i.e. 
a pair T2!v with T2 a CDSOl expression and v a value. Here TI and T2 have 
the same corresponding CDSO expressions, but T2 has a richer internal state 
than TI, as it gains information during the evaluation process. 
The rules are: 
State 
where ?(c) is the value in x of the cell sup{cl /cl 5 c and cl E F ( x ) } .  
It can be shown that the least upper bound exists. 
Pairing 
Currying 
. .  , 
currY(T)?x(x'c") --+ curry(T1)!output valof c' 
T?(x, x')cl' -+* T1!output v" 
curry(T)?x(x'cl') -+ curry(Tl )!output output v" 
Uncurrying 
T?x(xlc'I) -+* Tl!valof c' 
uncurry(T)? (x, xl)c" + uncurry(T1) !valof c. 1 
T?x(xlc'I) t* T1!output valof C' 
uncurry (T)?(x, xl)c" t uncurry (Tl)!valof cI.2 
T?x(xldl) -+* T1!output output v" 
uncurry (T) ? (x, xt)c" -+ uncurry(T1 ) !output v" 
Application 
T?xcr -+* Tl!valof c U?c -+* Ul!v 
[T.U, x]?c1 + [Tl.Ul, x U { ( c ,  v)}]?cl 
Fixpoint 
Composition For F a set of pairs (2, z') of states and x a state, let 
Then: 
~ l ? ~ t ~ ' ~  +* T ~ I  ,.valof c' T?yc1 +* Tl!valof c (c, v) E x 
[T'IT, F]?xcl' -+ [TilTl, F U {(y U {(c, v)}, y')}]?xdt 
T'?y'cl' +* Ti!valof c' T?ycf t* Tl!output v' 
[Tf(T7 F]?xcl' + [T,'ITl, F U {(y, y' U {(c', v')})}]?xc" 
Theorem 8 ( f i l l  abstraction) Let T be a CDSO term: call To the CDSOl 
term obtained from T b y  adding empty storage units. Then (c, v) E T i f l  
there exists CO, el,. . . , c, = C, VO, v1, . . . , v, = v and TI,.  . , Tn+1 s.t.: 
To?co +* T1!vo 
TI?cl +* T2!vl 
. . . 
Tn?cn +* Tncl!v 

Chapter 5 
Conclusions 
This report described: 
1. The notion of concrete data structures and its domain theoretic char- 
acterization. 
2. The notion of sequential functions and sequential algorithms on cds, 
and some consequences of using sequential algorithms as models for 
PCF. 
3. A language CDSO for denoting cds and sequential algorithms. 
Overall, this report has shown that concrete data structures provide a 
good concept for giving semantics to sequential programming languages. Re- 
cent work ([6]) shows that dcds and sequential algorithms provide a fully ab- 
stract model for PCF+catch, an extension of PCF with a construction which 
allows us to distinguish between, say, the left addi t ion  and the r ight  add i t ion .  
As a general concept, cds lie somewhere between semantics and syntax. 
Both the definition of cds and that of sequential algorithms are of a syntactic 
flavor. The language CDSO, which is just syntax for cds and sequential 
algorithms, is another argument for the claim above. However, as opposed to 
Milners syntactic domain construction ([lo]),  cds and sequential algorithms 
admit also a fair, semantic, characterization - as concrete domains, and as 
abstract algorithms, respectively. 
A possible further development would be to use cds as inspiration for new 
concepts, designed for understanding parallel programming languages. We 
intend to investigate this direction in the future. 
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